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Anilox Warranty 
Harper Corporation of America warrants that the goods and service furnished will meet the dimensional specifications – including all descriptions, 
specifications, and Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) print specifications that are made a part of a contracted purchase. 

If for any reason you are not totally satisfied with the Performance and Quality of your World Class Harper Product(s), we will, within thirty (30) days of 
use, repair or replace the product at no cost to you. For product(s) not used within (30) days of receipt, visual inspection must be performed upon 
receipt of product(s) and report of inspection must be returned to Harper within (5) days to validate warranty. Product(s) warranty is void if not used 
within (12) months of receipt. All freight claims must be filed within 12-24 hours of receipt of product(s). This warranty does not cover products that fail 
due to abuse, misuse, alteration, or lack of proper maintenance. To the extent allowed by Law, loss of time, inconvenience, loss of the use of the 
goods, commercial loss, and incidental and consequential damages are not covered. There is no other express or implied warranty on these goods or 
services including, but not limited to, any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.  

If a product is deemed defective, during the thirty day limited warranty, by the customer, Harper Corporation of America will evaluate the product for 
any defective parts or raw materials used in processing the contracted purchase. On re-manufactured rolls Harper Corporation of America will make 
every attempt to achieve the original OEM specifications; however, products not able to meet the original OEM specifications cannot be warranted, with 
the exception of surface and engraving, including, but not limited to: journals, base, and sleeves. For any and all contract purposes in question, please 
contact your customer service representative, nearest you, requesting a Return Authorization Form be faxed to you. Upon receipt of said defective 
contract purchase and copy of Return Authorization form, Harper Corporation of America will perform a complete evaluation. If the contract purchase in 
question is validated, with regard to parts or raw materials used in processing the contract purchase, the customer will be immediately notified – with 
one of the two following outcomes: 

Outstanding Invoices(s) related to warranted item will be credited. 
Rebilling of the corrective item will then take place when shipped. 

-Or- 
If invoice is already paid, contact purchase will be reprocessed in a timely manner at No Charge. 

Important Note: This Warranty, a Standard Thirty Day Limited Warranty, does not cover contract purchases being placed in an uncontrolled 
environment, whereby harsh chemical products are used, such as, but not limited to: abrasive cleaning compounds, highly caustic fluid compounds, or 
where any other type fluid corrosive elements are applied.  Harper Anilox roll surface coating comes standard with subsurface corrosion resistant 
bonding elements called EchobondTM.  This EchobondTM coating contains high nickel based alloys which far exceeds standard plasma thermal sprayed 
typical corrosion resistant, providing extensive operating mechanical bond for the typical flexo and coating fluid transfer conditions.  

NOTE: This warranty supersedes all other warranties and all Anilox related product warranties and can be amended or changed by Harper Corporation of America at any 
time with notice.  
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